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Seek my face, speak my name: a contemporary Jewish theology. Book. Seek My Face, Speak My Name: A Contemporary Jewish Theology. The Female Face of God in Auschwitz: A Jewish Feminist Theology of. Amazon.in: Buy Seek My Face, Speak My Name: A Contemporary Jewish Theology book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Seek My Face, The new Jewish spirituality lies somewhere between God s elusive presence in our world and our search for authentic language to describe it. Rabbi Arthur Seek My Face: A Jewish Mystical Theology - Spirituality & Practice

While some Jewish thinkers have sought to impose a systematic approach to Jewish thought, neither biblical nor rabbincicsources consider the condition of theological concepts as essential. Theology is the study of God and of revelation. Theology of a religion is defined as the organized thought of what followers of the religion believe about God or are expected to believe about God. Seek my face speak my name a contemporary Jewish theology. Spiritual. Toward a Jewish Theology of Liberation by Marc H. Ellis.